“Our mission is to deliver air/water/hybrid vehicles capable of conducting missions faster, with less costs.”

We have consolidated the capabilities of unmanned vehicles into the first Unmanned Aerial and Underwater Vehicle:

- **The Naviator** – the first unmanned vehicle platform capable of operating both in air, surface and underwater and that can transition back and forth between these mediums seamlessly.

HOME TO THE NAVIATOR

www.thenaviator.com
Core Advantages & Applications

- Rapid Deployment
- Air/Sea Submersible
  - Unlimited Immersions
  - Standard aerial operation to the water surface
- First Person View
  - 360° degree view
- Multi-Platform Vehicle
  - Multi-mission capable
- Proprietary Dual Propeller Mechanism
- Manual, Autopilot and Autonomous Operations
- Proprietary Mission Planning Software
  - Sensors turn off upper propellers, activate lower propellers
- Innovative solution to the Aerial/Aquatic Transition (AAT) problem

Profile

Started in 2016, SubUAS LLC was formed by the inventors of the Naviator, world experts in air/sea autonomous vehicles. Our company is developing this technology for both commercial and military applications, speeding toward further innovation and addressing the needs of our customers in a practical and efficient manner. We have met or exceeded 10x growth targets for FY 2016, 2017, and 2018. We develop, produce and sell hybrid air/water unmanned vehicles capable of conducting inspection, reconnaissance and payload delivery missions faster, with less costs.
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